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Thank you for considering the installation of MACO products for your
windows and doors. By installing MACO products you will ensure that
your property is protected to the highest standards.
MACO have been manufacturing performance window and door security products for over
65 years and over that time have become synonymous with quality that is hard to beat.
As a mark of our confidence in the products you will have installed,
we would be pleased to enroll you into the MACO Secure Plus scheme.
This scheme is designed to ensure that you can secure your property with
confidence, knowing that forced entry is almost impossible. When
you include MACO products in your windows and doors, you will
automatically start receiving benefits of the MACO Secure Plus
scheme.

MACO
Secure Plus

We aim to give you complete peace of
mind with MACO Secure Plus which
includes the following:

£1000

excess cover

10

year s

In the unlikely event that
a break in occurs through
failure of the hardware,
MACO will refund your home
contents insurance excess
up to £1000

Every MACO product is
guaranteed for 10 years with
the unique MACO Secure
Plus repair or replace policy

In addition you can register for
our Alarm Response Service
that can quickly respond
and rectify any problems
encountered at your property
whilst you are away from
home or on holiday.

Plus you get our Lost Key
Return Service, in the event
that your lost keys are found
and returned. The finder
receives a £10 reward
paid by us.

As a MACO customer you can
have access to an optional
Secure Key Holding Service.
Should you forget or lose
your keys then entry into
your property can be almost
impossible. Rather than
engaging an expensive and
often damaging locksmith, we
can let you back in again, any
time of the day or night.

This industry leading package can only be offered because our
products are themselves leaders in their field. It’s important to
us that having made the decision to include MACO products in
your windows and doors, that your confidence in us allows you,
in return, to have full confidence in your home security.
Now you can be secure in the knowledge your home is
protected with our MACO Lifestyle Guarantee.
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